
Orac is a modular environment based on the open source Pure Data programming environment 
developed by Mark Harris (a.k.a. thetechnobear). It functions by putting various modules together in 
chains. Modules could be sequencers, synthesizers, samplers, effects, loopers, or any type of patch 
that could be represented in Pure Data. Modules can also act on and process external inputs. Orac has
built in modulation that can be assigned to any parameter and has handling for MIDI input and 
output.

Orac was designed specifically with the Critter & Guitari Organelle in mind. The name Orac initially 
stood as an acroynm for Organelle Rack. It has since been ported to various platforms such as the 
Fates based on the Monome Norns, Terminal Tedium, Ableton Push 2, and PatchboxOS. This 
documentation is written from the perspective of specifically an Organelle M user since that has been 
my introduction and preferred method of using Orac. The majority of the user base operates on the 
Organelle platform but this should prove useful no matter the platform you are using.

The active module slot can be changed by holding down the encoder knob and clicking the module 
slot you want to change to. If you want to add or change the active module, click on the encoder and 
in the main menu, change the module from empty to any other module. There are some module slots 
that are reserved for specific functions. You have the router slot (S1), the clock slot (S2), modulation 
slots (M1-M3), and pre/post slots (P1 & P2) and general module slots.

The bottom row of keys on the Organelle represents the general module slots which are the A, B, and 
C module slots when using the default parallel router. Sequencers, synthesizers, samplers, effects, and 
various other Pure Data patches have been adapted to the Orac format and can be placed in these 
slots. These are the modules slots you will spend most of your time in. General modules slots are the 
only module slots that are capable of receiving and generating MIDI data. The types of modules that 
can be placed in these slots will be covered in detail later in the guide.



Orac is also capable of storing and recalling presets so you can come back to anything you may have 
been working on. This is achieved by clicking on the presets which should say either demo1 or Init by 
default in the main menu. You can select other presets from here or save the current rack with New 
Preset. You can overwrite the current preset with Save Preset. If you want to change the preset that 
opens on loading Orac, use the Save option in the main menu.

Routers

Routers are placed in the low C# (S1) slot and are fundamental to all Orac patchs. Routers will serve as 
the brain of your Orac patch. The router will determine the configuration of module slots into their 
respective chains and provide MIDI, panning, and gain controls. The default router is parallel. This 
creates 3 separate chains with an A and C chain containing of 3 module slots and a B chain with 4. You 
also will have by a pre chain effect at the high C# (P1) and a post chain effect at the high D# (P2).

There is also a serial configuration that is installed by default, where all the modules go into each 
other in one long chain. This can be a good choice if you are making a single heavy synth patch or 
using Orac as a effects unit for guitar.

The router module that I use in my personal default patch is one I developed called Parallel3+ based 
off Parallel3 by electrafa. It arranges the modules into the same configuration as the stock parallel 
patch but with some added benefits. You will see meters for each individual chain so you can check if 
any particular chain is clipping and get a more accurate overview of your mix. There are also two post 
chain modules which I have found more valuable than having one pre chain module. This is what is 
provided in the original Parallel3 router.

One issue that is apparent on Parallel3 is the lack of 'locking' of the volumes when changing them via 
the meter page. You can use the output gain on the separate gain gain pages but it was not 
particularly usable by just changing the volume from the meter page. There is also the addition of 
mutes so if you have Parallel3+ as the selected module, you can hold aux and click the low C, D, or E 
keys to mute the respective chains. 0 means the channel is muted and 1 means it is active. If you want
to adjust external input gain for each chain in Parallel3+, it can be accessed with keys the high F#, G#, 
and A#. Panning controls are the high F, G, and A for their respective chains. However, if you have an 
original Organelle, your performance may suffer as I don't have one to test.

You can also develop different routers with different chain orders such as having 6 chains with two 
modules per chain and then two post effect or whatever way you desire. This does require Pure Data 
know how to pull off however. I personally think the parallel setup is the most desirable and easiest to 
visualize the chains due to them being divided by the lack of accidental keys on the keyboard. There 
were many routers that shipped with the original Orac but the parallel order has since become the 
default. If you are running this on a more powerful system, you could in theory add more module slots
if you decide to go the custom router path, add additional chains, create a feedback path, create send 
and return channels, and much more.



Clocks

Clocks are placed in S2 slot and provides the global timing so that all the sequencers can synchronize. 
The stock clock will work for most use cases but there are some user made sequencers that don't 
always play well with it due to a miscommunication in clock resolution. Some sequencers 'tick' at 
different speeds so not all clocks will work. I recommend downloading the Sequencers BPM pack by 
Owen Osborn of C&G and using the clock provided in there but I recommend Transport by electrafa.

To my knowledge, the only sequencer that does not work with Transport is the sequencer Punchy in 
the BPM Sequencer pack but the stock version works fine with it. A couple other great things about 
Transport is that it has a global start and stop button which can be accessed by clicking the aux with 
Transport selected. You can select different time signatures, you have a metronome, global eighth 
note and sixteenth note swing, and a chaos function which can be accessed with the knobs. 

It will also create an Ableton Link session so you can synchronize to any iPad apps that support it that 
are on your local network. Also it has an awesome graphic whenever the clock is active!

There is another clock module that I use all the time and that is Multicylce by WyrdAl. Now Multicycle 
is not only a clock but you kill two birds with one stone with it also being able to sequence ANY 
module in your chain! I will go into more depth on use cases for it later in the guide as this is my 
preferred way of sequencing in Orac.

Sequencers

Sequencers modules allow you to loop and generate note information to be used by synthesizer 
modules or outside MIDI devices. There are tons of different sequencers you can choose from and 
they will all function differently. There are some that excel for rhythmic purposes, some for melodic, 
some for randomization, some for experimentation, some for poly rhythmic, etc. To utilize a 
sequencer, it must be placed before a synthesizer module as sequencers only create note information 
but do not actually generate their own audio. Note that not all sequencers work with all clock 
modules so try switching out different clocks if you are having trouble getting your sequencers to 
work. If you are still having issues, reach out on the forum!

One of my favorite sequencers for drums is Grids by electrafa. This version works well with Transport 
but won't work with the clock from the BPM pack. The Sequencer BPM pack does however include its 
own version of Grids spelled as grds. There are upsides and downsides to both versions. I personally 
like the electrafa version because of the extra visual candy and accents but you can adjust pattern 
length for kick, snare, and hi hat individually in grds but the concept is the same for which ever version
you go with but I will be describing the workflow for Grids.

In the starting page of Grids, you have knobs for kick, snare, and hi hat density in your pattern. The 
higher the value, the more kicks or snares will happen. The 4th knob on the start page will adjust the 
clock division so if you want your pattern to be half as long or do some weird poly rhythm, you can. 
You can also adjust a Chaos parameter which will through in some randomization and spice up your 
patterns. If you want to fundamentally change your pattern, you can use the Map X & Y parameters. 
Lower numbers on these will result in more simple drums beats vs higher numbers which will add 
complexity.



If you are just looking for a sequencer that functions like other C&G patches with a menu when aux is 
pressed, you can use Sequences or the seq2 module. It takes the functionality of the sequencer found 
in other C&G patches with the ability for recording, starting and stopping, overdubbing, undo, latch 
functionality, and 14 different possible sequences which can be changed by clicking any of the keys 
from the bottom row while holding aux. This one work great if you are using Transport as your decided
clock. There is also the option of the Seq3 module included with the BPM sequencers pack.

For randomization sequencers, I really enjoy Genny and Notegen. Genny works by having two 
sequencers set at different rates while Notegen is a probability based sequencer.

There is also an arpeggiator that comes with Orac called Arper with some basic funcationality for 
decay and selecting different arpeggiation patterns.

Now for my favorite sequencer Multicycle. Multicycle is in my opinion, the most powerful sequencer 
available for Orac. The reason I enjoy this module so much is it allows you to sequence multiple 
modules from a single page and it allows you to not have sequencers take up valuable module slots.

The basic workflow by selecting one of 12 available sequences which can be switched by holding the 
aux key and clicking one of the 12 keys on the lower octave of the Organelle. Multicycle is an always 
on sequencer so it is always listening and recording the notes you are playing into the sequence. If 
used with a MIDI keyboard, this allows for you to keep playing a sequence over and over until you get 
the perfect take and quickly click the sequence slot to start it looping. This function is somewhat 
difficult to use if you are recording with just the Organelle keys, in which case you might want to use 
the Arm Recording function. To start and stop sequences, hold the aux key and clicking one of the 12 
keys on the higher octave.

You can adjust the recording loop lengths with the first knob on the main page or turn on overdubbing
for the sequence with the second. You can also adjust transposition and the effected module slot with 
the 3rd and 4th knob respectively. You can also adjust quantization for the sequences if you did not 
play in time and it will snap the notes you played to the nearest whole, half, quarter, or sixteenth note.

Synthesizers

Synthesizers take note information and compute it into an audio signal. I have distinguished between 
synthesizers and samplers in this guide even though they sometimes dance a fine line and are in the 
same folder in the stock installation of Orac. My distinction between them is a synthesizer will 
generate tones with various synthesis techniques such as additive, subtractive, wavetable, frequency 
modulation, etc. Samplers act specifically on already existing audio material. You can find many 
different synthesizers which I will list in the stock and user module lists.

If you are running Orac on an Organelle M or S, I recommend you take advantage of the multi-core 
synthesizers as you will be able to split the load up and be able to use more module slots without 
experiencing audio dropouts. You can also try adjusting to the mono versions if applicable to minimize 
audio drops.



I like to utilize the included ports Mutable Instruments modules which are very powerful. There are 
versions of Braids, Elements, Clouds, and Rings included by default. If you have a multi-core system, I 
recommend downloading the multi-core versions of Braids (Brds-Pd), Plaits (Macrosynth-Pd), and the 
drum synthesizer Fusion-Pd which is also based off of Plaits. If there is a heavy synthesizer that you 
want to quickly try to convert to multi-core, you can use the multi-core wrapper provided by WyrdAl 
although currently is limited in that it can't convert modules that output note information or contain 
custom graphics. There are many synthesizers and I will try to provide a brief description of them in 
the modules list.

Samplers

There are a few samplers that come built in with Orac, however, they are all listed in the synth 
directory initially. You don't need to change this but I personally have them in a separate sampler 
folder. A lot of samplers utilize the banks that are located in the media/samples directory on your SD 
Card or USB drive. You can access this via the Organelle's web server via the use of a WiFi adapter.

To start getting audio into Orac, you will need to go into your router module. If you are using the stock 
Parallel router, click the high F#, G, or scroll to the next page to access input gain controls for all the 
respective chains. After turning up gain for one of the chains, you should be able to hear sound 
coming through (make sure the onboard speaker and microphone aren't on at the same time). If you 
are plugging in a guitar or mono source, you should navigate to the chains respective pan controls and
center the left input. After that put any effects or samplers in the respective chain and you should be 
able to hear them effecting the input.

Nori sampler is used to record sounds into a bank and play back one sample across the keyboard. You 
can use the speed control to tune it. If you record using the onboard microphone, it will pick up the 
initial click of the aux button to start the recording so the use of a foot switch is recommended but it 
can be cleaned up with the use of the start point parameter.

The normal sampler functions similarly to Nori sampler with it being able to play one sample across 
the keyboard except in the fact that it does not have recording capabilities and start point control but 
you get the added benefit of a step wise transpose control and envelope parameter to allow for a 
more gradual fade in.

Samplement is a sampler that only acts on single samples as well but it gives much more control over 
the sample such as different looping modes, controlling start and stop points, envelope controls, and it
is velocity sensitive. There is another strong point in that you can pick named samples rather then just 
choosing vague numbered samples. It is only available as a multicore patch but this makes it low on 
CPU.

If you want to trigger multiple samples instead of the single sample approach take by the above 
mentioned samplers, you have a couple of different options. Sampler24 is a stock option but 
unfortunately only plays 12 samples. However, the stock version will loop the audio files. If you want 
to use all of the keys to trigger samples, you can use Percussions or RealSampler24. Sampler24-1shot 
can be used to trigger one shots as well but it only accesses 12 samples.

There is another sampler available for Orac by the name of Berryloops. It was developed by WyrdAL in
which you can record and trigger 4 unique samples. Each sample has its own volume, pan, filter, 
speed, and transposition controls. Berryloops can work well when running on an original Organelle 
but if you want deeper control, Oracloops has you covered.



Oracloops is a sampler I created that was based on Berryloops but offers more controls. It allows for 
choosing start and end points, an additional attack envelope, and has different triggering modes for 
one shots, loops, or ping pong play back. It also includes all the prior functionality of Berryloops There 
is also an audio threshold that has to be reached to begin the recording in Oracloops rather then 
immediately starting recording. It also displays proper file names rather than just numerical values. It 
can also play samples from multiple folders. It is a very taxing program so the most current version is 
multi-core only.

FX

FX modules do not generate there own sounds but rather effect them and can be placed after 
synthesizers or samplers or be used when using the external input. A lot of the common effects are 
found in Orac but I would recommend you download additional ones at the Patchstorage for the 
platform. There are numerous effects so I will not list all of them but I will mention some here that I 
commonly use.

A common module that I use in nearly all of my racks is Delaverb. Delaverb is a delay + reverb that was
developed by me that includes a tempo sync and the Freeverb algorithm. It is based off of Echofreq by
WyrdAl which is an awesome tape style delay with many features. I recommend using Echofreq if you 
are just in need of just a delay and want something lighter on CPU.

If you are need of an awesome reverb, I recommend downloading Plateverb. It is obviously a plate 
style reverb with lots of decay but be careful when using a lot of CPU since this reverb is quite 
intensive.

Another module I find myself using a lot is Bus Comp from Audivit. It is the most capable compressor 
that is available for Orac which can be used for leveling signals or it can be used to side chain to get 
pumping effects. I recommend also downloading the EQ IV module by electrafa as you never know 
when an EQ can come in handy.

The last FX module that I will highly recommend is Wav.shaper by icaroferre. It is a distortion device 
that in my opinion is the best distortion/saturation available for Orac that gives a more musical 
distortion with some of the early waveforms or super fuzzed out wavefolding distortion.

Module list

This is a section dedicated to short documentation to all of the stock modules and links to additional 
user modules at the bottom of each section. I won't be providing documentation for user modules as 
that should be taken care of in the Patchstorage page for the corresponding module.

Synthesizers
analogstyle, a polyphonic instance of the analogstyle synthesizer with Moog filter and adjustable 
oscillator ratio for detuning.

basicpoly, a basic polyphonic synthesizer with decay setting.

brds, an instance of Mutable Instruments Braids macro synthesizer.

czz, a CZZ style synthesizer with ADSR envelope.



edrum, a basic drum synthesizer with volume controls for kick, snare, and hat.

lmnts, a monophonic instance of Mutable Instruments Elements modal synthesizer.

rampsynth, a polyphonic synthesizer with adjustable pitch ramping.

rhodey, a distinct C&G electric piano.

rngs, an instance instance of Mutable Instruments Rings resonator synthesizer.

tuneddelay, a synthesizer that operates off of a delay on a selectable sample that can be tuned with a 
feedback control.

wavescanner, a synthesizer that scans through a selectable sample with transpose, width, position, 
and decay time.

-------------

brds-pd, https://patchstorage.com/brds-pd/

macrosynth-pd, https://patchstorage.com/macrosynth-pd/

fusion-pd, https://patchstorage.com/fusion-pd/

koto, https://patchstorage.com/koto-2/

polyfolder, https://patchstorage.com/polyfolder-2/

apollo, https://patchstorage.com/apollo/

monocle, https://patchstorage.com/monocle/

4wave, https://patchstorage.com/4wave-2/

4wavefm, https://patchstorage.com/4wavefm-2/

buzz, https://patchstorage.com/buzz/

sfplayer, https://patchstorage.com/sfplayer/

tb-clone, https://patchstorage.com/tb-clone/

Sequencers
euclid, 4 voice euclidean sequencer with adjustable number of notes, offset, and length per voice.

genny, 2 voice generative sequencer with rate control for both voices and length control. Optional 
latch control.

grds, a topographic drum sequencer based on Mutable Instruments Grids.

polybeats, sequencer based on C&G polybeats.

punchy, sequencer based on C&G punchy.

rhythmicon, sequencer based on C&G rhythmicon.

seq2, simple sequencer based on early C&G patches.

---------

Multicycle, https://patchstorage.com/multicycle/



BPM Sequencers, https://patchstorage.com/sequencers-bpm/

Grids, https://patchstorage.com/grids/

CR78-pattern, https://patchstorage.com/cr78-pattern/

Pink Mode, https://patchstorage.com/pink-mode-2/

Samplers
norisampler, a polyphonic single file sampler with varispeed, modulation, start point, and duration 
with bank selection controls and recording capabilites.

sampler, a polyphonic single file sampler with transpose, speed, duration, and duration with bank 
selection controls.

sampler24, a sampler that plays 12 samples from different banks. I know its odd that the sampler can 
only play 12 as it is listed at 24. It can access 24 different slots however. This stock version will only 
loop your audio files and not play them as one shots.

-------------

OracLoops, https://patchstorage.com/oracloops/

Berryloops, https://patchstorage.com/berryloops/

Loopy, https://patchstorage.com/loopy/

Realsampler24, https://patchstorage.com/realsampler24/

Percussions, https://patchstorage.com/percussions/

DJ-Set, https://patchstorage.com/dj-set/

Sampler24-1shot, https://patchstorage.com/sampler24-1shot/

FX
bitcrusher - a simple bitcrusher to reduce bit depth with a dry/wet control.

chorus - a simple chorus effect with a rate, depth, and dry/wet control.

clds - an instance of Mutable Instruments Clouds. Can be used as a reverb, delay, granulator, and 
textural synthesizer. This module is very deep so please watch videos on how to use the module 
effectively and understand the controls.

dclip, a simple audio clipper with a clip amount control, top clip, bottom clip, and dry/wet control.

delay, a simple delay with a time, feedback, hi pass filter, and dry/wet control.

dtanh, a simple distortion module with a distortion amount and dry/wet control.

flanger, a flanger effect with rate, depth, feedback, and shift control to gradually move the feedback.

freezer, a granulator effect with adjustable grain size, spread of the grains, density of them, and a 
dry/wet control. The grains can be locked in with the pressing of the aux and repitched using the keys.

mooglfo, a Moog style resonant low pass filter with built in LFO. There are cutoff, resonance, rate, and 



depth controls.

overloop, a recorder/looper that will write audio into one of the banks to be used further in other 
samplers with the use of the aux. It has controls for determining how loud the input and recycle signal
is with a built in delay as well. The delay is recorded as well.

pan, a simple panning control module. Determine the loudness and placement of the left and right 
channels. If I am being quite honest, panning can be determined in the router module so I find this 
one to be redundant.

panlfo, a module to control the panning placement with the use of an LFO. It has a depth, rate, and 
dry/wet control.

phaser, a simple phaser module with an depth, speed, and dry/wet control.

pitchshift, a simple pitch shifting module with a note control and dry/wet control.

r_chorus, a module based off of the Rings chorus.

r_ensemble, a module based off of the Rings ensemble.

r_reverb, a module based off of the Rings reverb. Includes an amount, decay time, diffusion amount, 
and low pass filter.

reverb, a simple module based off of the Freeverb algorithm. Includes a size, damping, and dry/wet 
control.

specdelay, a spectral delay which delays frequency bands differently. It includes the delay time, 
feedback, feedback scale, and dry/wet control.

tremolo, a simple tremolo module with a speed and dry/wet control.

wrps, an instance of Mutable Instruments Warps. It uses the left and right channel for the carrier and 
modulator signal. You can use an internal oscillator and adjust the shape of it. It is off by default. You 
can also control the gate which will only let the signal through when keys are pressed.

-------------

Delaverb, https://patchstorage.com/delaverb/

Clds-Pd, https://patchstorage.com/clds-pd/

Diffdelay, https://patchstorage.com/diffdelay/

Wav.shaper, https://patchstorage.com/wav-shaper/

Plateverb, https://patchstorage.com/plateverb/

Stereo Delay, https://patchstorage.com/stereo-delay/

Echofreq, https://patchstorage.com/echofreq/

Freqshifter, https://patchstorage.com/freqshifter/

Buss Comp, https://patchstorage.com/bus-comp/

EQ4, https://patchstorage.com/eq4/

Filtration, https://patchstorage.com/filtration/



Using MIDI

A powerful aspect of Orac is the ability to send and receive MIDI and clock information. I have found 
that timing is most stable when Orac is the master clock but it this could be a fault of my setup. You 
can also have outside sequencers act on synthesizers in Orac by adjusting the MIDI input settings in 
your router module per chain. Before you can start using MIDI, you need to make sure they are 
recognized in your MIDI settings if you are using USB MIDI. Select the targeted input and output 
channels and it should be passed to Orac. If you are using the 1/8 TRS jacks on an Organelle M or S, it 
should pass through automatically.

If you are using multiple USB MIDI devices such as a knob controller and a keyboard, you will need to 
adjust the pd-opts.txt file in your base directory, whether it's usbdrive or sdcard, and adjust the 
aconnect parameters. There is an advanced MIDI settings post by thetechnobear on the Critter and 
Guitari forum or you can find aconnect tutorials across the internet.

MIDI learn is activated in the Orac main menu. After it has been enabled, twist the parameter you 
want to be controlled on the Organelle and then twist the knob on your MIDI controller that you want 
to assign to. I recommend getting in the habit of turning off MIDI learn right after you are finished. To 
unlearn MIDI mappings, turn on MIDI learn and then move the fader or knob on your MIDI controller 
to its zero value. If your controller's zero value does not actually set the parameter value to zero, move
the Organelle knob until it is. After that you can turn off MIDI learn. This process can sometimes be a 
challenge due to the fact that there are dead zones on the Organelle but for the most part it is 
relatively easy to unassign.

Using modulation

The last aspect of Orac that I will mention is the ability for there to be 3 different modulation sources 
which can be assigned to any parameter in Orac. The type of modulators can be placed in the low F#, 
G#, and A#. Modulation learn acts the same as MIDI learn. Make sure the modulation source you want
to assign is the only active source. After that, go to the page that has the parameter you want and 
turn on Modulation learn in the main menu, twist, and then turn it off. This is even more crucial that 
you do this as it is quite a pain to un assign parameters tied to modulation. It is possible to pause the 
modulation in the modulation menu or assign the LFO to a different modulation bus. The only way to 
really 'break' the connection is by deleting the module that has the assignment or deleting the 
connection in the preset file. So if you are modulating a filter on a synthesizer and accidentally assign 
something you didn't want, the whole module has to go. Either that or you can mess with the preset 
file and take off the modulation bus assignment.

This is a sore spot for Orac and is one aspect that will probably be redone. Thetechnobear has floated 
the idea of the inclusion of a modulation matrix in the next release of Orac but we will have to wait 
and see.

Possible rack combinations

Finally we will go through some possible rack combinations that can be achieved with stock modules 
and then some combinations that I will sometimes implement. I will try to list three scenarios for stock
modules and four for user modules.



Stock combinations
The default stock combination consists of a Parallel router in S1, Clock in S2, a single Brds Mono 
instance in the A chain, a Euclidean sequencer, E Drum in the B chain, and a blank C chain.

Default chain adjustments
We could change the A chain to consist of a Seq2 (A1) and Brds Mono (A2) for a bass sound. I like to 
use Grds (B1) as the drum sequencer in the B chain but you can keep the Euclidean sequencer if you 
wish. You can still use the E Drum (B2) module if you wish, but you can change it out for the 
sampler24 (B2) module and use drum samples instead. The C chain could consist of a Seq2 (C1), 
basicpoly (C2), and maybe a delay (C3) for chords. I also recommending placing a reverb into P1. It 
could also be fun to place an overloop into P2 and record into the kits.

You could also take out everything on the A chain and put Overloop in A3 and then use the gain 
controls in the router module to sample sounds into various kits or making loops.

Serial router chain
We can also implement the use of the serial router by changing out the S1 module to make a guitar 
effects chain or super synth. We could do a chain like dtanh, r_ensemble, chorus, flanger, panlfo, 
overloop, reverb, freezer and ending with a mooglfo or tremolo with a couple of LFOs changing the 
rate of these parameters.

We could also have this chain starting with a polybeats into a sampler24 to have many effects to 
choose from to effect your samples.

The final rack combination that I like to do is to place the Clds module in the very end slot of a rack 
and use it for granular goodness. This is a very complex module though so I would recommend you 
look at tutorial video for Mutable Instruments Clouds eurorack module.

User module combinations
Now is the time to open the flood gates. There will be way, way, WAY more combinations that you 
could use then what I will list here but this is meant to give you some ideas of what is possible.

Two synthesizer + drums setup with Multicycle
A lot of the modules I will be describing in this section will be used in the other scenarios. Mainly 
being Parallel3+ as my preferred router and Multicycle as the clock. I will be using an instance of 
Apollo in the A chain with an instance of Delaverb. In the B chain we will have Arper and a basicmono 
synth for bass. The last aspect that will be a common recurrence is the use of Grids and Fusion-Pd in 
the C chain.



Adding a looper
If you want to be able to do live looping alongside it you can take move the basicmono synth into the 
A chain and put Loopy into the B chain. You can then turn up the input gain from the router for the B 
chain and then you're good to go. Visit the Loopy Patchstorage for a video example of how to use it.

Sequencing outside external gear with Multicycle
If you are planning on using external synthesizers with the Organelle, you can send note information 
to them via Multicycle by changing the destination to one of the 16 channels denotated with the m.

I hope this guide has served you well. If you have more questions on using Orac, please reach out to 
@T8R on the Critter and Guitari forum.
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